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Abstract 

Cognitive self-regulation, or the ability to direct one’s attention and actively 

participate in learning, is a valuable asset because it promotes successful adjustment 

across the lifespan.  Although cross-sectional studies have provided some information 

about the stability and change in cognitive self-regulation from early childhood through 

the elementary school years (ages 3-12), less is known about the other child 

characteristics that influence its development.  This study is designed to examine multiple 

dimensions of preschool skills in relation to children’s attention and engaged learning 

across the elementary school years.  Rich longitudinal data are used from a sample of 

1,364 typically developing children from across the U.S. who participated in the NICHD 

Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development.  Variation in preschool attentional 

skills, social behavior, and early academic skills was used to predict average level and 

rate of change in attention, planning, work habits, and classroom engagement from first 

through sixth grades.   

Results indicate that high levels of teacher-rated attention problems in the fall of 

kindergarten are consistently related to lower levels of attention and engaged learning in 

elementary school.  High scores on kindergarten teacher-rated internalizing problems and 

social skills are linked with high attention and classroom work habits according to 

elementary school teachers.  Finally, early academic skills (particularly oral language 

skills) are associated with high performance on the Tower of Hanoi planning task and 
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high observed classroom engagement.  These results suggest that programs designed to 

promote school readiness would be remiss in emphasizing early academic skills to the 

detriment of addressing children’s attention problems and social behavior. 
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Introduction 

Self-regulated learning involves the ability to direct one’s cognitive processes in 

an educational setting (Puustinen & Pulkkinen, 2001).  Early indicators of cognitive self-

regulation are apparent during the preschool period, when children are developing 

attentional skills and are increasingly able to inhibit impulsive responses (Kopp, 1982; 

Posner & Rothbart, 1998).  These skills continue to develop in elementary school, when 

the capacity for focused and selective attention helps to maximize efficient storage and 

usage of classroom instructional content.  With the emergence of metacognition in 

middle childhood, the repertoire of children’s cognitive self-regulation skills expands to 

include abilities to plan, organize, evaluate, and revise their own work strategies 

(Zimmerman, 1989).  These skills are valued not only because of the role they play in 

school achievement, but because they are socially important products of the educational 

process in their own right (Wentzel, 1991; Raver & Zigler, 1997; Raver, 2002; Greenberg 

et al., 2003). 

Developmental theory suggests that a firm basis for self-regulated learning at the 

outset of schooling should have a ripple effect across later years of schooling.  However, 

little is known about which preschool skills are associated with effective cognitive self-

regulation, or whether early improvements in skills can alter trajectories of cognitive self-

regulation.  The current emphasis on early literacy development has fueled a long-

standing debate that juxtaposes the intellectual “hard skills” against socioemotional “soft 

skills” that early childhood programs aim to support.  The role of cognitive self-

regulation in learning should figure prominently in this discourse, yet it has largely been 

ignored in developmental research.  Therefore, it is necessary to move beyond this simple 

dichotomy to provide a more nuanced picture of skills that may be learned or improved 

during the preschool period, and to think more broadly about children’s school 

adjustment to include cognitive self-regulation.   

A growing body of evidence suggests that cognitive self-regulation skills play an 

important role in classroom grades and achievement test scores (Normandeau & Guay, 

1998), and that attentional skills are better predictors of school achievement than 
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interpersonal skills or behavior problems (Ladd, Birch, & Buhs, 1999; McClelland, 

Morrison, & Holmes, 2000; Duncan et al., 2006).  This is an important distinction to 

make, because attention problems are often subsumed under the broad category of 

“externalizing behavior”.  Some researchers suggest that the benefits of cognitive self-

regulation skills may rival the importance of intellectual ability for promoting motivated 

and engaged learners in elementary school and high school (National Research Council 

and Institute of Medicine, 2000), and productive members of the work force as adults 

(Goleman, 1995; Heckman, Stixrud, & Urzua, 2005).  Despite the fact that cognitive self-

regulation has been implicated as a key component of successful adjustment across the 

lifespan, surprisingly little is known about how it unfolds over time and how other 

aspects of child functioning affect its development.   

The overarching objective of this research is to determine which preschool skills 

are important predictors of level and change in the components of cognitive self-

regulation across the elementary school years.  Rich longitudinal data are used from a 

sample of 1,364 typically developing children from across the U.S. who participated in 

the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development.  A unique feature of this 

data set is that information about children’s cognitive self-regulation is gathered at 

regular intervals from multiple sources, including teacher reports, test scores, and 

classroom observations.   

Given that the development of attention and impulse control during the preschool 

years might facilitate the acquisition of a wider set of cognitive self-regulatory skills, the 

first aim of this study is to map individual differences in trajectories of attentional skills 

and other indicators of cognitive self-regulation and then determine the degree to which 

early attentional skills contribute to these trajectories.  These analyses examine (a) the 

relation of preschool attention to both level and rate of change in attention during 

elementary school years, and (b) the relations of preschool attention to both level and rate 

of change in other components of cognitive self-regulation that emerge in elementary 

school, such as planning, work habits, and classroom engagement (henceforth referred to 

as “engaged learning”).   
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Although early gains in attention skills and impulse control are likely to provide a 

foundation for cognitive self-regulation in elementary school, a number of other social 

and cognitive skills that develop during the preschool period may also contribute to later 

cognitive self-regulation.  Thus, the second overall aim of this study is to determine the 

degree to which non-attentional skills (i.e., socioemotional behavior, early academic 

skills) also contribute to the development of cognitive self-regulatory skills in elementary 

school.  Specifically, the goal is to evaluate the extent to which preschool aggression, 

internalizing problems, and social skills contribute to later cognitive self-regulation above 

and beyond early attention skills, and the extent to which preschool cognitive, oral 

language, and academic and skills contribute to later cognitive self-regulation.    

 

Preschool Child Characteristics 

For the purposes of this paper, preschool child characteristics are grouped into 

three conceptual categories: cognitive self-regulation, social behavior, and early 

academic skills.  Cognitive self-regulation refers to a set of processes that are necessary 

for the execution of mental activities.  Cognitive self-regulation involves the abilities to 

focus attention, withstand impulses, and avoid distraction while executing tasks.  It also 

involves the organization of thought necessary to plan, problem solve, and monitor the 

effectiveness of these strategies (National Research Council Institute of Medicine, 2000; 

Blair, 2002).   

Cognitive self-regulation is related to, yet conceptually distinct from, the 

construct of emotional self-regulation, which refers to the ability to “modulate the 

experience and expression of positive and negative emotions” (Bridges, Denham, & 

Ganiban, 2004, p.  340).  A growing body of research shows that cognitive and emotional 

self-regulation are correlated but separate constructs, and that differentiating between 

these two components lends insight into child functioning (Eisenberg, et al., 2005; Raver, 

2004; Raver, Smith-Donald, Hayes, & Jones, 2005; Rhoades, Domitrovich, & Greenberg, 

2005; Lengua, 2003; Blair, 2002; Konold & Pianta, 2005).  This paper focuses on a set of 

social behaviors (i.e., aggression, internalizing problems, and social skills) that are 
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correlated with emotional self-regulation (Eisenberg, Sadovsky, & Spinrad, 2005; 

Eisenberg, Spinrad, & Morris, 2002; Fabes et al., 1999), but are easily observed by 

teachers in the classroom. 

The last category, academic skills, includes general abilities such as cognitive and 

oral language skills, as well as specific skills in reading and math.  The following 

sections summarize what is known about developmental changes in cognitive self-

regulation, and build a case for the expected role of each set of preschool characteristics 

in predicting elementary school cognitive self-regulation.   

 

Developmental Changes in Cognitive Self-Regulation  

Cross-sectional studies have shown that the developmental stages of different 

components of cognitive self-regulation skills are staggered, and correspond with the 

development of the frontal lobe of the brain (Case, 1992; National Research Council and 

Institute of Medicine, 2000).  Periods of rapid growth in attention and impulse control are 

evident prior to age 6, increases in planning and organizational skills between ages 7-10, 

and temporary regressions in self-regulation and strategic decision making occur between 

the ages of 11 and 13 (Anderson, 2002; Klenberg, Korkman, & Lahti-Nuuttila, 2001).  

Welsh, Pennington, and Groisser (1991) studied a normative sample of children ages 3 to 

12 and found that sustained attention (i.e., ability to resist distraction) reached stable 

levels by age 6, impulse control by age 10, and planning reached mature levels by age 12.  

These cross-sectional findings suggest that focused efforts to improve cognitive self-

regulation could confer maximum benefits if they begin prior to school entry.   

 

Preschool Attentional Skills and Later Cognitive Self-Regulation 

Researchers have established that attentional skills can be reliably measured as 

early as age 2½ and that self-regulated attention continues to develop across the first few 

years of school (Posner & Rothbart, 2000).  Stable, individual differences in impulsivity 

and effortful control are also apparent in the preschool years (Kochanska, Murray, & 

Harlan, 2000; Gerstadt, Hong, & Diamond, 1994).  Effortful control involves a child’s 
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capacity to inhibit an impulsive, dominant response in favor of a subdominant response in 

accordance with situational demands.  This may involve initiating or terminating an 

activity when signaled to do so, screening out other competing events and responses that 

may interfere with execution of a response, and controlling impulses in order to delay 

immediate gratification (Kochanska, Murray, Jacques, Koenig, & Vandegeest, 1996; 

Barkley, 1997).   

Impulsive and hyperactive behavior is common among preschool-aged children, 

and these difficulties typically decline by later childhood as children acquire the requisite 

meta-cognitive and behavioral skills that are necessary for mature levels of cognitive self-

regulation (Campbell, 1995; Bronson, 2000).  However, some children fail to acquire 

adequate regulatory skills, and go on to exhibit behavioral and academic difficulty in 

school.  It is estimated that between 4-12% of American school-aged children have been 

diagnosed with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD; American Academy of 

Pediatrics, 2000).  Poor behavioral inhibition has been implicated as a major factor in 

ADHD (Barkley, 1997; Sonuga-Barke, Dalen, Daley, & Remington, 2002).   

Some researchers have followed the progress of groups of preschool children who 

are identified with attentional problems and those in a matched comparison group without 

such problems into middle childhood.  These investigations have shown that attention 

problems show some degree of continuity over time, yet impulsive and hyperactive 

behavior is more common among preschool-aged children, and inattention is more 

prevalent among elementary- and high-school children (Barkley, 1997; Nolan, Gadow, & 

Sprafkin, 2001).  In one investigation, children who demonstrated hyperactive behavior 

as 4-6 year-olds were less attentive and more impulsive during a standardized computer 

task, spent less time “on-task” during a restricted academic observation in the laboratory, 

and had lower academic test scores at ages 12-14 compared to their non-hyperactive 

counterparts (Fischer, Barkley, Edelbrock, & Smallish, 1990).  The transition to school 

brings with it increased attentional demands, which may explain why attention problems 

come to the forefront later than impulsive/hyperactive symptoms.   
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Delay of gratification, an indicator of effortful control and future-oriented 

behavior, appears to play an important role in adult adjustment and occupational success 

(Tangney, Baumeister, & Boone, 2004; Goleman, 1995).  In a series of studies conducted 

by Mischel and colleagues, four-year-old children were presented with a classic delay of 

gratification laboratory task where they were offered a choice between an immediate 

small reward or a more valuable reward later.  Children who delayed gratification longer 

were rated by their mothers in adolescence as more verbally fluent, rational, attentive, 

and better able to concentrate, plan, and think ahead (Mischel, Shoda, & Peake, 1988; 

Shoda, Mischel, & Peake, 1990).  However, researchers have suggested that the original 

delay of gratification paradigm does not address the long-term goals that are relevant to 

students in a classroom setting (Bembenutty & Karabenick, 2004). 

 

Preschool Social Behavior and Later Cognitive Self-Regulation 

Self-regulation entails more than controlling impulses and attention – it also 

includes the ability to manage intense feelings and emotional reactions (Eisenberg et al., 

2005; Eisenberg et al., 2002).  Children who are able to respond to their emotions in a 

flexible manner and who are positive in their interactions with others are likely to have an 

easier time paying attention in school and participating in classroom activities than those 

with less effective emotional responses.  In this paper, I examine some of the behavioral 

correlates of emotional self-regulation, including internalizing problems, aggressive 

behavior, and social skills.   

Two prevailing theories explain why internalizing problems should affect 

attention and classroom engagement.  From the first perspective, rigid or reactive 

responses to intense feelings are expected to interfere with cognitive self-regulation.  This 

happens when negative emotions such as fear and anxiety evoke an instinctive response 

that disrupts higher-order thinking processes including memory, attention, and problem 

solving (Byrnes & Fox, 1998).  An alternate view is that, compared to children who are 

less inhibited, those with school anxiety are more motivated by classroom rewards and 

more fearful of reprimand or poor grades (Rothbart & Jones, 1998).  Hence, anxious 
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children may try harder to stay on-task and demonstrate effective work habits in order to 

avoid negative feedback from the teacher.  These two views may be incorporated into a 

single framework, known as the inverted-U hypothesis, where moderate levels of anxiety 

increase motivation, work habits, and achievement, yet high levels of anxiety become 

debilitating (Neville, Pfost, & Dobbs, 1967). 

Another way children demonstrate an inflexible response to emotion is by 

externalizing or acting-out behavior.  Children who exhibit aggressive or non-compliant 

behavior are likely to experience child-teacher conflict and social exclusion (Parker & 

Asher, 1986; Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993).  Conflict and rejection, in turn, may 

reduce children’s participation in collaborative learning activities (Pianta & Stuhlman, 

2004) and classroom engagement (Buhs, Ladd, & Herald, 2006).  Aggressive and 

disruptive behavior may interfere with opportunities to improve work habits and problem 

solving skills, especially if children’s interactions with adults tend to be negative.  

Aggressive behavior tends to decline with age, but chronic behavior problems are 

associated with a host of other adjustment problems (Campbell, 1995).  Children with 

consistently high levels of aggression from age 2 through 9 have problems with attention, 

achievement, and peer relations in third grade (NICHD Early Child Care Research 

Network, 2004).  There is a high comorbidity between ADHD diagnoses and behavioral 

problems that are characteristic of conduct disorder and oppositional-defiant disorder 

(Barkley, 1997).   

In contrast, children who demonstrate low levels of aggression and adequate 

social skills are likely to form and maintain better relationships with teachers and peers 

and show higher levels of classroom participation (Ladd, Birch, & Buhs, 1999).   These 

interactions may lead to opportunities to acquire new and more effective learning 

strategies.  Teachers rate children with good interpersonal skills higher on scales 

measuring such characteristics as task persistence and goal-directed behavior than 

children who are less socially-skilled (DiPerna, Volpe, & Elliott, 2005; Normandeau & 

Guay, 1998).  In the Beginning School Study, having a positive, outgoing disposition in 

first grade predicted adult educational attainment better than preschool or first-grade 
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achievement scores did (Entwisle et al., 2005).  Social skills may have long-lasting 

effects because or because children feel more engaged and invested in school. 

 

Preschool Cognitive Ability and Academic Skills and Later Cognitive Self-Regulation 

Even before kindergarten entry, children acquire considerable amounts of knowledge 

that provide a foundation for later learning in school.  Everyday experiences and 

interactions with others promote oral language skills (NICHD Early Child Care Research 

Network, 2005b; Scarborough, 2001; Snow, Burns & Griffin, 1998) and conceptual 

ability (e.g., size, shape, and part-whole relations; Baroody, 2003), but specific 

instruction is necessary to help children learn the mechanics of reading and math (Adams, 

Treiman, & Pressley, 1998; Tunmer & Nesdale, 1998; Baroody, 2003).  Later in 

elementary school, as the scope and difficulty of academic material increases, oral 

language skills and general math concepts that children have acquired through informal 

learning experiences help children to understand the big picture (Storch & Whitehurst, 

2002; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998; Baroody, 2003; Ferrari & Sternberg, 1998).   

Language plays an important role in cognitive self-regulation by guiding 

children’s thought as they work through problems and engage in goal-directed behavior.  

The role of language in self-regulated thinking can be observed in young children who 

frequently think aloud as they work or play (Vygotsky, 1969; Mischel, Shoda, & 

Rodriguez, 1989).  Similarly, improvements in working memory during early childhood 

enable children to hold information “on-line” while they solve problems (Barkley, 1997).  

To the extent that oral language skills and verbal memory help children store, organize, 

and retrieve information from memory, these early skills should be particularly useful in 

tasks involving multiple steps and strategy use.   

Children who enter school with an awareness of foundational concepts in reading 

and math are likely to perform well in school according to teacher ratings and test scores, 

so one might expect them to show high levels of interest and participation in classroom 

instruction.  Children who experience early success with schoolwork may quickly 

develop new and more effective work habits.  In contrast, children who struggle with the 
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academic content may experience laps in their attention, or simply lose interest and 

disengage from classroom activities.  

In summary, there is ample evidence to suggest that early attentional skills, social 

behavior, and academic skills should predict later attention and engaged learning in 

elementary school.  However, extant research tends to focus on one domain of early 

predictors at a time, so it is unclear whether these skills predict to later cognitive self-

regulation because of their correlation with other, omitted variables.  If a more 

comprehensive set of children’s characteristics is tested, how would each set of skills 

relate to later functioning?  

 

Conceptual Framework 

This investigation is oriented around a child-centered model of school transition, 

which is nested within a broader ecological framework, but focuses on the set of 

individual behaviors and skills that children have acquired prior to school entry (Rimm-

Kaufman & Pianta, 2000).  This design is aligned with the perspective that supporting 

children’s skills at each stage in development (e.g., preschool, middle childhood) increase 

child capabilities at that age, and that the benefits of these “investments” accrue across 

ages to produce adjustment in adulthood (Heckman & Masterov, 2005).  The notion that 

“skills beget skills” suggests that if appropriate investments are not made at certain ages 

(particularly when skills are most malleable), it is difficult to compensate by investments 

in later periods of development.  These later investments, such as characteristics of the 

school environment, play role in cognitive self-regulation but will not be examined in this 

paper.  Rather, the deliberate focus is on emerging preschool skills in order to test the 

extent to which characteristics that a child brings to school provide the foundation for 

positive (or negative) adjustment in the long run (Entwistle, Alexander, & Olson, 2005; 

Cunha, Heckman, Lochner, & Masterov, 2005). 

In this investigation, improvements in skills and behaviors prior to school entry 

are expected to have a long-term impact on cognitive self-regulation because they make 

learning at later ages more efficient and productive (i.e., skills beget skills).  Even small 
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changes in early skills are expected to have a “multiplier effect”, such that improvements 

in ability lead to more stimulating environments that then lead to even higher levels of 

ability (Dickens, 2005).  This framework suggests that there are two potential pathways 

through which differences in early skills affect initial levels and change over time in 

cognitive self-regulation.  The first is that improvements in early skills may have the 

biggest payoff for those for those who begin school with a strong set of skills.  If this is 

the case, trajectories of cognitive self-regulation should fan out over time, such that 

children who start high improve even more over time, and those who start low decline 

over time.  An alternative pathway is that the benefits of early investments may be 

greatest for those who have the most to gain.  Because they have greater room for 

improvement, the boost these children get from early gains should place them on a 

trajectory of continued improvement.  This would imply that children who start low on 

indicators of school readiness catch up to their higher-ability peers over time.  This 

pattern of effects could also be observed in the case where children who are slow to 

develop early skills catch up to their faster-maturing peers over time. 

What are the implications for the different categories of child characteristics for 

levels and change in self-regulated learning over time? Drawing from the prior theory 

and research, three alternative models are compared.  The first perspective holds that self-

regulatory skills rival those of early achievement skills in predicting latter classroom 

engagement.  This is consistent with kindergarten teachers’ view that a child who pays 

attention in class, is not disruptive, and is able to interact well with others is poised to 

participate in the learning agenda of the classroom (National Center for Educational 

Statistics, 1993; Lewit & Baker, 1995; Rimm-Kaufman, Pianta & Cox, 2000; Lin, 

Lawrence & Gorrell, 2003).  If this proposition is true, then cognitive self-regulation and 

social behavior should predict cognitive self-regulation at least as well as intellectual 

ability, because these skills make learning easier and promote school adjustment.  

Evidence to support this hypothesis includes continuity in cognitive self-regulation from 

preschool to elementary school and evidence that social behaviors “cross-over” to predict 

higher levels and improvements over time in attention and engaged learning. 
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A second perspective is that children with greater intellectual ability may do well 

regardless of early or later experiences.  If this proposition is true, then cognitive ability 

and oral language skills should cross-over to predict to later attention and engaged 

learning in the classroom.  These children should also show continued improvements in 

cognitive self-regulation as the demands of school instruction shift from basic reading, 

writing, and mathematics instruction during the first few years of school to greater 

demands for independent learning in later elementary school.  On the other hand, 

preschool math and reading skills are strongly related to later academic achievement, 

even when cognitive ability is controlled (Duncan et al., 2006), so one might expect 

children who start school with strong academic skills to show improvements in cognitive 

self-regulation as well.  For instance, if children who enter school with a strong 

foundation of academic skills are better able to understand the material that is presented 

in class, this may promote their interest and attention during learning activities.  If this is 

the case, then children who have better early academic skills should start high on 

measures of cognitive self-regulation and improve over time.   

A third perspective is that genetic influences are largely responsible for variability 

in cognitive self-regulation.  If this proposition is true, then children who have high initial 

levels of cognitive self-regulation early will maintain their ranking relative to their peers 

over time.  Early improvements in social behavior and academic skills should not be 

associated with levels or change in cognitive self-regulation.   

 

The Present Study 

Existing evidence suggests that early cognitive self-regulation skills are important 

assets for classroom learning; therefore, it is worthwhile to examine cognitive self-

regulation as the outcome in longitudinal research. Although researchers have recently 

begun to model the development of attention and other cognitive self-regulation 

processes over time, there is surprisingly little information on types of child 

characteristics that contribute to these skills.  Rarely have researchers examined large 

samples from typically developing populations, controlled the effects of prior levels of 
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self-regulation (for an exception, see Rabiner et al., 2000), or followed children from 

preschool through elementary school.   

The goal of the present study is to examine the contributions of preschool 

cognitive self-regulation, social behavior, and academic skills to the development of 

attention and engaged learning during the elementary school years.  There are four main 

research questions: (a) do preschool attentional skills predict individual differences in the 

level and change of attention patterns in elementary school?  (b) are preschool attentional 

skills related to level and change in the components of cognitive self-regulation that 

emerge in elementary school, such as planning, work habits, and classroom engagement? 

(c) do preschool behavior problems and social skills “cross-over” to predict later 

cognitive self-regulation once early attentional skills are taken into account? and (d) do 

preschool language, cognitive, and academic and skills contribute to later cognitive self-

regulation once early attentional skills are taken into account? 

The current study has a number of strengths.  First, it follows a large, typically-

developing sample of children from the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth 

Development (SECCYD) at regular intervals across the first 12 years of life, which 

allows for analysis of change over time.  Second, multiple sources of information on both 

positive and problematic dimensions of early achievement and self-regulation are 

assessed in the school context and in the laboratory setting, which provides an unusually 

rich description of children’s early and later skills.  Although there are some longitudinal 

investigations that examine children’s attention, none examine such a comprehensive set 

of child characteristics and none draw from such large samples.  Third, the analytic 

models used maximize information about change over time, while controlling for an 

extensive list of child, family, and contextual variables.  This rigorous design helps 

reduce the risk of omitted variables bias and helps to isolate the contributions of cognitive 

self-regulation, social behavior, and academic skills to later attention-related skills in 

elementary school.  Fourth, a crucial feature of the design is to model residual change in 

preschool skills by examining the contributions of cognitive self-regulation, social 

behavior, and cognitive and academic skills around ages 4½ -5, after controlling for 
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comparable child measures at age 3.  If the skills that predict later cognitive self-

regulation can be learned or improved prior to school, then intervention efforts to 

improve those skills might provide the biggest returns.  Finally, because recent evidence 

suggests that the genetic contributions to cognitive self-regulation may be substantial 

(Johnson et al., 2005; Trzeniewski, Moffitt, Caspi, Taylor, & Maughan, 2006), controls 

for age 3 and behavior and ability are particularly important.  Theoretically, these key 

covariates should remove much of the effect of stable underlying individual differences. 
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Method 

Participants were recruited from hospitals located at 10 sites across the U.S in 

1991 (Little Rock, AK; Irvine, CA; Lawrence, KS; Boston, MA; Philadelphia, PA; 

Pittsburgh, PA; Charlottesville, VA; Morgantown, NC; Seattle, WA; and Madison, WI).  

During 24-hour sampling periods, there were 5,265 women new mothers who met the 

selection criteria and agreed to be contacted after returning home from the hospital.  At 

one month of age, 1,364 healthy newborns were enrolled in the study.  Although it is not 

nationally representative, the study sample closely matches national and census tract 

records on demographic variables such as household income and ethnicity. 

Among the 1,083 children who were retained through the first 4½ years of the 

study, average family income was 3.6 times the poverty threshold; mothers had an 

average of 14.4 years of education, and 16.5% were single.  The majority (79%) the 

infants were non-Hispanic, European Americans.  The participants differed from the 281 

children who were recruited but were lost during follow-up in the following ways: 

Mothers of participants had significantly (p < .05) more education (M = 14.4 yrs vs.13.6 

yrs); higher family incomes (income/poverty ratio: M = 3.6 vs.  3.2); and were more 

likely to have a husband or partner in the household (85% vs.  76%).  The children were 

less likely to be African American (11% vs.  19%).  There were 940 children with valid 

data at 5th grade assessment. 

 

Measures 

The means, standard deviations, and range of each analysis variable are presented 

in Table 1.  Descriptions of the various measures follows: 

 

Dependent Variables 

The focus of this paper is on cognitive self-regulation, which involves the 

capacity to direct one’s cognitive processes in an educational setting.  The key dependent 

variables are grouped into two categories, those that measure attention and those that 

measure engaged learning, each of which is assessed via teacher reports, independent 
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laboratory tasks, and observational ratings in the classroom environment.  Table 2 

presents bivariate correlations among the two categories of dependent variables grouped 

by data collection source at 3rd grade (4th grade for the CPT sustained attention measure).  

The correlations show strong correlations within measurement source for teacher ratings 

and moderate correlations between the two classroom observations, this suggests that 

attention and engaged learning are closely related.  Correlations between the two test 

measures are low, which suggests that within reporter, tests are best able to distinguish 

between attention and self-regulated learning.  Correlations across measurement sources 

are also low, which means that teachers, tests, and observations are picking up different 

components of cognitive self regulation.   

Attention.  Teachers rated children’s attention problems during the spring of each 

school year from 1st – 6th grades using the Teacher Report Form of the Child Behavior 

Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991).  A 3-point scale (0=not true (as far as you know),

1= sometimes or somewhat true, and 2= very true or often true) was used in response to 

20 items including: acts young, hums, fails to finish things, can’t concentrate, can’t sit 

still, confused, fidgets, day-dreams, difficulty following directions, impulsive, nervous, 

has difficulty learning, apathetic, poor school work, clumsy, messy, inattentive, stares, 

underachiever, and fails to carry out assigned tasks.  Higher scores indicate a higher 

prevalence of attention problems (3rd grade α =.94; 4th grade α =.94; 5th grade α =.94; 6th 

grade α =.94) 

Teachers completed an ADHD symptoms questionnaire designed to assess their 

perceptions about the study child’s inattentive and hyperactive/impulsive behavior each 

year from third through sixth grades.  The form is adapted from the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV), items for Attention-

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 1994).  The 18 

behavior items were scored on a four-point rating scale composed of 0=Not at all, 1=Just 

a little, 2=Pretty much, and 3=Very much (3rd grade α =.95; 4th grade α=.94; 5th grade 

α=.95; 6th grade α =.95).  Sample items include “Often has difficulty continuously paying 
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attention in tasks or play activities” and “Often loses things necessary for tasks or 

activities (e.g., toys, school assignments, pencils, books, or tools)”. 

Sustained attention was measured using the Continuous Performance Task (CPT; 

Halperin, Sharma, Greenblatt, & Schwartz, 1991; Rosvold, Mirsky, Sarason, Bransome, 

& Beck, 1956).  This task, which was administered during the laboratory visit in the 1st 

and 4th grades, requires the child to pay attention to a series of dot-matrix images 

presented on a 2x2 inch computer screen.  The computerized device automatically 

records information on the child’s performance.  During the 1st grade the task, which 

lasted approximately 8½ minutes, the child was presented with a series of familiar images 

(e.g., fish, flower, etc.), and asked to press a button whenever an “X” appeared on the 

screen.  During the fourth grade task, which lasted approximately 15 minutes, the child 

was shown a series of letters of the alphabet and asked to push a button only when the 

letter “X” is presented immediately following the letter “A”.  Sustained attention was 

computed as the proportion of correct responses to the number of target stimuli. 

Observed Classroom Attention was measured using the Classroom Observation 

System (COS), which was developed specifically for the NICHD Study of Early Child 

Care by the Steering Committee in order for trained observers to record children’s 

behavior and qualitative ratings of the classroom environment.  The COS was 

administered at 1st grade and a modified version used at 3rd and 5th grade.  The qualitative 

portion of the COS involves observer ratings based on continuous observation of global 

characteristics of the study child, the teacher, and the classroom environment.  At 1st 

grade, the qualitative scales are used to record global quality in terms of 3 teacher ratings, 

3 child ratings, and 8 classroom ratings.  At 3rd and 5th grade, the qualitative scales are 

used to record global quality in terms of 7 child ratings and 9 classroom ratings.  All of 

the qualitative ratings are scored on a 7-point scale with values from 1=uncharacteristic 

to 7=extremely characteristic. Qualitative ratings of child attention at 3rd and 5th grades 

were used in this study.  This rating is meant to capture the child’s level of sustained, 

focused, or directed attention to ongoing classroom activities (group or individual seat 

work).  Children with high observed attention scores are intently focused on whatever 
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they are doing; they may also seem able to ignore or dismiss intrusions from others, and 

stay on task once they are engaged. 

Engaged learning.  Teachers reported on the child’s classroom work habits each 

year from 1st – 6th grade using the Academic Rating Scale, which was adapted from the 

Academic Skills measure used in the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (National 

Center for Education Statistics, 2001).  The teacher rates the study child’s performance 

compared with other children at the same grade level on a 5-point scale (1=very poor to 

5=very good).  The six items in the work habits scale address the child’s ability to follow 

classroom procedures, work well independently, work neatly and carefully, use time 

wisely, complete work promptly, and keeps material organized (1st grade α=.95; 2nd grade 

α=.95; 3rd grade α =.95; 4th grade; α=.95; 5th grade α =.95; 6th grade α =.96). 

The Tower of Hanoi is structured task that is believed to evaluate planning and 

problem solving (Klahr & Robinson, 1981; Welsh, 1991).  This activity was administered 

at 1st, 3rd, and 5th grade by a visit coordinator during the laboratory visit.  The tower 

activity involves moving three rings of different diameters and colors among three 

vertical pegs.  The rings are presented in an initial configuration, and the goal is to move 

the rings among the three pegs in order to construct a tower on a specified peg, such that 

the rings are ordered by size with the largest ring on the bottom and the smallest on the 

top.  The movement of the rings is constrained by three rules: (a) only one ring can be 

moved at a time; (b) large rings cannot be placed on smaller rings; and (c) a ring must be 

on a peg or in a player's hand.  To complete the task successfully, the child must not only 

construct the tower but do so in the fewest number of moves. 

Planning efficiency scores reflect the number of trials needed to successfully 

complete a task (Borys, Spitz, & Dorans, 1982).  A trial equals the number of times the 

visit coordinator puts the rings in the start position.  The 1st grade version included six 

tasks, each more difficult than the preceding one (1st grade α =.70).  In 3rd and 5th grade it 

was assumed that the child was capable of solving the first task efficiently (3 rings, 4 

moves), and therefore the administration of the tower activity started with the second task 

(3 rings, 5 moves) (3rd grade α =.75).  A seventh task (4 rings, 15 moves) was also added 
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at 3rd and 5th grade since some children were expected to successfully complete the sixth 

task (4 rings, 11 moves) (5th grade, α =.77).  Six points were added to the 1st grade scores, 

to account for the expected completion of the first task and make scores comparable 

across the three time points.  Scores on the individual tasks are summed to yield a total 

planning efficiency score. 

 Observed Classroom Engagement was measured using the behavioral portion of 

the Classroom Observation System (COS) at 1st, 3rd, and 5th grade.  At 1st grade, two 

cycles of 34-minute observations are gathered, during which the trained observer 

alternately records the frequency of 44 key behaviors in the areas of activity, content, 

teacher behavior, child behavior toward teacher, child behavior with peers, and child 

engagement.  The behavior observations are coded in a series of thirty 30-second 

observe, 30-second record intervals for 3 periods of 10 minutes each.  Two cycles of 

observe/record segments are recorded for each child, which results in a total of 60 

minutes in which a behavior could be observed/coded.  Summary scores for each 

behavior were scaled in order to allow comparisons to be made across children; the 

reported scales represent the number of times a given behavior occurred on average in 60 

segments.   

At 3rd and 5th grades, observers recorded the frequency of 38 key behaviors in the 

areas of setting, content, teacher behavior, child academic behavior, and child social 

behavior, and child engagement during a series of ten 30-second observe/record 

segments, over as many as 11 observation cycles per child.  Classroom engagement 

during teaching and learning activities is the sum of the frequency of “active 

engagement” (i.e., motor or verbal involvement in classroom task) and “passive 

engagement” (i.e., on-task, listening or watching) in classroom learning at 1st grade and 

the sum of the frequency of “study child engaged” (active or passive engagement, as 

defined above), and “study child highly engaged” (involved in a task with an 

extraordinary degree of enthusiasm) in 3rd and 5th grades. 
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Key Independent Variables 

 The key independent variables include test scores and laboratory tasks at age 4 ½ 

and teacher ratings in the fall of the kindergarten year.  According to the bivariate 

correlations shown in Table 3, there are low correlations among the early indicators of 

cognitive self-regulation, which indicates that that they are measuring multiple 

components of the construct.  For social behavior and early academic skills, there are 

moderate correlations within construct.  Correlations across the three categories of 

preschool characteristics are generally low, an exception is that aggression and social 

skills are moderately correlated with teacher-rated attention problems. 

Preschool cognitive self-regulation. In the fall of the kindergarten year, teachers 

rated children’s attention problems, using the Teacher Report Form of the Child 

Behavior Checklist for ages 4-18 (Achenbach, 1991).  Teachers responded to 120 items 

which asked whether the study child currently or during the previous two months had 

displayed a range of behavioral/emotional problems using a 3-point scale (0=not true to 

2=very true).  Narrow band T-scores for attention problems (i.e., can’t concentrate, can’t 

sit still, confused, fails to finish things, fidgets, day-dreams, difficulty following 

directions, acts young) are used. 

Sustained attention and impulsivity were assessed using a 7½ minute Continuous 

Performance Task (CPT), during the laboratory visit at age 4½ (Rosvold et al., 1956).  

Children viewed dot-matrix computer-generated images that were presented on a 2-inch 

square screen.  The child was asked to press a button “as fast as you can” each time the 

target stimulus (a chair) appeared and to inhibit responding to non-target stimuli (e.g., 

butterfly, flower, etc.).  The percentage of correct responses to target stimuli was used as 

a measure of sustained attention and the percentage of incorrect responses to non-target 

stimuli was used as a measure of impulsivity.

A standard Delay of Gratification Task was administered and videotaped during 

the middle of the laboratory visit at age 4½ (Mischel, 1974; 1981).  For this task, the 

child was offered a small immediate reward (candy, animal crackers, or pretzels) or a 

larger reward later.  The child was taught to ring a bell to summon the experimenter back 
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to the room, and then was left to play the “waiting game”.  The child was given two 

plates: one with a small amount of food that could be eaten right away (but only if the 

experimenter was summoned back to the room by the ring of the bell) or another with a 

larger amount that could be eaten at the end of the waiting game (7 minutes later).  The 

amount of time waited in this exercise is used as a measure of the child’s ability to delay 

gratification.

Preschool social behavior. In the fall of the kindergarten year, teachers rated 

children’s internalizing problems and aggressive behavior using a 3-point scale (0=not

true to 2=very true) on the Teacher Report Form of the Child Behavior Checklist for ages 

4-18 (Achenbach, 1991).  Narrow band T-scores for aggression (i.e., argues, defiant, 

brags, demands a lot of attention, disobedient at school, disturbs other pupils, jealous, 

fights, cruelty, talks out of turn) and the broad band T-score for internalizing problems 

(i.e., shy, sad, withdrawn, complains of headaches, complains of nausea, afraid of making 

mistakes, worries) were used. 

Teachers also completed the Social Skills Rating System (SSRS K-6 version) in 

the fall of the kindergarten year (Gresham & Elliott, 1990).  Teachers rated the frequency 

of a series of behaviors using a 3-point scale from 0 (never) to 3 (very often).  The 

teacher version of the SSRS (α =.93) includes three subscales: cooperation (i.e., paying 

attention to teacher’s instructions), assertion (i.e., volunteering to help), and self-control 

in conflict situations (i.e., responding to teasing or peer pressure appropriately).  The 

standardized total score is used in the analyses. 

Early academic skills.  The Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery– 

Revised (WJ-R) tests were individually administered to children when they were around 

4½ years of age (Woodcock & Johnson, 1989; Woodcock, 1990).  Raw scores for each 

test are converted into W scores (a special transformation of the Rasch ability scale), 

which have equal interval units and are set to have a mean that approximates the average 

performance of beginning fifth-grade students (i.e., centered on a value of 500).  The WJ-

R memory for sentences scale (α =.82) was used as the measure of cognitive ability.
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Memory for sentences is a measure of short-term memory that requires the child to make 

use of sentence meaning to aid in recall.   

The Preschool Language Scale–3 (Zimmerman, Steiner & Pond, 1979), which 

measures vocabulary, grammar, morphology, language reasoning, etc., was administered 

during the home visit at age 4½.  The PLS-3 includes two sub-scales, auditory 

comprehension and expressive language.  Because the two scales are highly correlated 

(.70), only the expressive language standard score, which measures, oral language skills 

was used in this study.  The scale includes 48 items that require the child to produce, or 

“say” what he/she understands (scored “1” for each question if the pass criterion is met or 

if the child self-corrects a response; scored “0” if the pass criterion is not met or for 

partially correct or incomplete responses). 

The WJ-R letter-word identification scale was used to measure early reading skill 

(α=.84) and applied problems scale is used to measure early skill in mathematics (α=.84) 

at age 4 ½.  The first five letter-word identification items require the child to match a 

pictographic representation of a word with an actual picture of the object, and the 

remaining items measure skills in identifying isolated letters and words.  The applied 

problems scale measures the child’s skill in analyzing and solving practical problems in 

mathematics.  This scale requires children to recognize the procedure to be followed and 

then perform relatively simple calculations.   

 

Key Control Variables at Age 3 

A crucial piece of the analysis plan is to include prior levels of the key 

independent variables.  This strategy serves two functions.  First, stable, individual 

differences in cognitive self-regulation, social behavior, and academic skills can be 

partialed out, which helps to control out the potential confound of underlying genetic 

contribution that is likely to exist in cognitive self-regulation.  Second, it isolates the 

development of cognitive self-regulation, social behavior, and early academic skills 

between age 3 and the fall of kindergarten, which has implication for curriculum of 
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preschool programs and likely targets for intervention during the preschool years.  A 

description of the key control variables follows. 

Age 3 cognitive self-regulation. Impulsivity was measured using a forbidden toy 

task that was administered and videotaped during the laboratory visit at age 3 (Vaughn, 

Kopp, Krakow, Johnson, & Schwartz, 1986; Schneider-Rosen & Wenz-Gross, 1990).  

The child was allowed to play with an attractive toy.  Then the experimenter told the 

child that she had some work to do, and the child could play with other toys that were 

previously played with, but he/she could not touch the attractive toy until told to do so.  

The attractive toy was placed at arms length from the child and the experimenter sat in 

the corner of the room doing paperwork for 2.5 minutes.  After 2.5 minutes the examiner 

returned and allowed to play with the attractive toy.  Active engagement time with the 

forbidden toy was used as a measure of impulsivity (inter-rater reliability was .98).   

Age 3 social behavior. Problem behaviors including internalizing and 

externalizing symptoms at age 3 were rated by mothers using the Achenbach Child 

Behavior Checklist (CBCL) for ages 2-3 (Achenbach, 1992).  Children were rated on 99 

items describing behavioral/emotional problems during the previous two months on a 3-

point scale from 0 (not true of child) to 2 (very true of the child).   

Age 3 language and ability.  The Reynell Developmental Language Scale 

(RDLS), an observational assessment specifically tailored to detect changes in language 

development in young children, was administered at the age 3 assessment (Reynell, 

1990).  The RDLS has two 67-item scales: Verbal Comprehension (α=.93) and 

Expressive Language (α=.86).   

The Bracken School Readiness Composite (SRC) subscale of the BBCS 

Diagnostic Scale was administered to children at 3 years of age.  The SRC tests the 

child's knowledge of the following basic concepts: color, letter identification, 

number/counting, comparisons, and shape (Bracken, 1984).   
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Covariates 

Every effort was made to ensure that major influences such as child 

characteristics and other family and child care influences that should theoretically affect 

starting levels and/or change in cognitive self-regulation across elementary school were 

statistically controlled in the analyses.  A variety of measures of child and family 

characteristics were collected at multiple points during a child’s infancy and early 

childhood.  Means and standard deviations of the full set of covariates can be found in 

Table 4.  The covariates are described briefly below; more detailed information about 

these measures can be obtained at the NICHD SECCYD website, http://secc.rti.org/.

Baseline information about the child, including gender, ethnicity, and birth order 

was provided by the mother at the time of study enrollment.  At the age 4½ assessment 

period, mothers rated the child’s general health since the last interview on a 4-point scale 

ranging from 1 (poor health) to 4 (excellent health). 

Information about the child’s home environment, including the number of 

children in the household and household structure was collected at the age 4½ interview.  

A composite parenting quality score was created by averaging standardized ratings of 

observed maternal sensitivity and of observed home environmental quality as measured 

by the Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment (HOME; Caldwell & 

Bradley, 1984).   

Information regarding parental characteristics including mothers age, and 

mother’s and partner’s education (in years), job status (categorized along a continuum 

from low status, laborer/helper type jobs to high status, professional/administrative jobs), 

and total family income (including mother’s and partner’s earnings, from social security 

and SSI, TANF, and/or food stamps) was gathered at the age 4½ interview.  A dummy 

variable was created indicating whether the family ever received public assistance during 

the first 4½ years of the child’s life.  Maternal reports of depressive symptoms were 

assessed at the age 4½ interview (α =.90) using the Center for Epidemiological Studies 

Depression Scales (Radloff, 1997). 

Non-maternal child care was defined as regular care by anyone other than the 
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mother—including care by fathers, relatives, and nannies (whether in home or out of the 

home), family-day-care providers, and centers—that was routinely scheduled each week.  

Parents reported the study children’s hours of routine non-maternal care during the phone 

and personal interviews conducted at approximately 3-month intervals (called epochs) 

between birth and age 4 ½.  For each epoch, the child’s primary care arrangement was 

classified as center-based or home-based (any home-based care in the child’s own home 

or another person’s home).  Epochs in which children were in non-maternal care for less 

than 10 hours per week were coded as exclusive maternal care. The two indicators of 

type of care were constructed included the proportion of epochs in which the child 

received care in a center and the proportion of epochs in a home-based setting.

Average Quality of Care was defined by the caregiver-child interaction and 

stimulation.  Observational assessments were conducted in the primary child care 

arrangement at ages 6, 15, 24, 36, and 54 months.  Global quality was assessed during 

two half-day visits scheduled within a 2-week interval at 6-36 months and one half-day 

visit at 54 months.  Observers completed four 44-minute cycles of the Observational 

Record of the Caregiving Environment (ORCE) per child age through 36 months and two 

44-minute ORCE cycles at 54 months.  Detailed descriptions of the ORCE assessments 

can be found in NICHD Early Child Care Research Network (2002), including coding 

definitions, training procedures, and inter-observer agreement.  Reliability exceeded .90 

at 6 months, .86 at 15 months, .81 at 24 months, .80 at 36- months and .90 at 54 months.  

Complete operational and observation manuals can be found at http://secc.rti.org/.

Analytic Plan  

The goal of this study is to understand which aspects of preschool characteristics 

are associated with children’s attention and active engagement in learning across the 

elementary school years.  Longitudinal data from the NICHD Study of Early Child Care 

and Youth Development were used to fit a set of multilevel models that address within-

person change and between-person differences in change.  These models are designed to 

produce convincing evidence about the contribution of early skills to the average levels 
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and change in cognitive self-regulation over time.  Although the results of this study 

cannot be interpreted as causal effects, if correctly specified, they represent the best 

approximation that can be obtained with correlational methods.   

The analytic models used in this study have several important features that affect 

the interpretation of the results.  First, the key independent variables are converted into Z-

scores, thus, each coefficient represents the relation between a given child characteristic 

for children who are one standard-deviation above the mean, holding all the other 

independent variables constant at their respective means.  A second important feature is 

that age 3 levels of impulsivity, externalizing and internalizing problems, language, and 

general cognitive ability are statistically controlled.  These key covariates are a crucial 

component of the analytic model because they absorb some of the variance that can be 

attributed to genetics and/or experiences prior to the preschool period.  Consequently, the 

residual variance in school readiness characteristics across the preschool period is what 

is being modeled.  A third feature of the analytic models is that they account for an 

additional set of variables that could potentially be related to children’s school readiness 

characteristics and/or later cognitive self-regulation (i.e., child health, parent education, 

parenting and home environment, type and quality of child care).  These covariates are 

included in the models in order to further isolate the effects of the school readiness 

characteristics and reduce the likelihood of omitted variables bias.   

Separate models were estimated for each of the dependent variables of interest.  In 

the following section, the relevant equations are described. 

 

The level-1 equation is: 

(1) CSRij= β0j+ β1j GRADEij+ β2j GRADE2
ij + rij 

Where CSRij is child i’s cognitive self-regulation (attention, planning, work 

habits, classroom engagement) skills at grade j. This model tests both the linear β1j 

GRADEij and curvilinear β2j GRADE2
ij patterns of change in cognitive self-regulation 
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unique to that child over the course of elementary school.  GRADE is the number of 

years in elementary school (1-6), centered at grade 3 for interpretation purposes.   

 

The level-2 equations are: 

(2a) β0j =(γ00+ γ01 CSRij Pre-K + γ02 SBij Pre-K +γ 03 ACADij Pre-K  

+ γ 04 SRij Age 3 + γ 05 ACADijAge 3+ γ 06 FAMij + γ 07CHILDij) + u0j 

(2b) β1j =(γ10+ γ11 CSRij Pre-K + γ12 SBij Pre-K +γ 13 ACADij Pre-K  

+ γ 14 SRij Age 3 + γ 15 ACADijAge 3+ γ 16 FAMij + γ 17CHILDij) + u1j 

(2c) β2j =(γ20+ γ21 CSRij Pre-K + γ22 SBij Pre-K +γ 23 ACADij Pre-K  

+ γ 24 SRij Age 3 + γ 25 ACADijAge 3+ γ 26 FAMij + γ 27CHILDij) + u2j 

In the Level-2 models, the average level (β0j) of children’s cognitive self-

regulation and the linear (β1j) and quadratic (β2j) growth in cognitive self-regulation are 

predicted by the following independent variables: children’s cognitive self-regulation 

(CSR), social behavior (SB), and early academic (ACAD) skills prior to school entry 

(Pre-K), controlling for prior levels of impulsivity, behavior problems, and academic 

skills (Age 3), as well as persistent family (FAM) and child (CHILD) characteristics. 

The key coefficients are γ 11, γ 12, γ 13, which show the estimated effects of residual 

variability in cognitive self-regulation, social behavior, and academic skills, on 

subsequent linear growth in cognitive self-regulation.  With the data centered, γ 11 shows 

the estimated effect of kindergarten-entry cognitive self-regulation, controlling for pre-

school self-regulation and academic ability, on the rate at which children’s cognitive self-

regulation is changing at 3rd grade.  Coefficient γ 21 shows whether these growth rate 

effects increased or decreased with each year in school.   
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Handling Incomplete Data 

Incomplete data occurred in this project due to attrition and failure to complete all 

assessments.  However, there is sufficient information in the data to accurately estimate 

missing data because the NICHD SECCYD data includes longitudinal measures on many 

demographic, child, family, and child care measures.  Multiple imputation was used 

under the assumption that missing data were “ignorably missing”, i.e., the probability that 

the data are missing does not depend on the pattern of missing data or the outcome of 

interest (Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; Schafer & Graham, 2002; Allison, 2002).  Because 

methods of estimating incomplete data are model specific, multiple imputation was 

chosen by the author to create a set of imputed datasets that could be used across several 

different analyses.  Data were estimated for all children who had valid data any 

dependent variable in at least one grade in elementary school (n=1,136).  Dummy 

variables were created prior to imputation to identify each child’s pattern of valid data 

based on the outcome variables and source of measurement.  These dummy variables 

were used prior to analysis to drop cases that were imputed only because they had valid 

data for another dependent variable.  For example, 27 children had data from the 

laboratory tests but not classroom observation; these cases were included when analyzing 

test outcomes but dropped prior to analyzing observational outcomes. 

The first step of multiple imputation invokes an iterative EM algorithm in which 

each missing value for each variable is estimated iteratively using a logistic or multiple 

regression from all the other variables using the data for individuals with observed values 

on that variable.  The prediction model is used to predict missing values and random 

variability is added as the missing data are predicted.  The process is repeated for each 

variable until the differences in predicted values across iterations are miniscule, and 

multiple analysis data sets are created (the default number of data sets is 5).   

In the second step, analyses are conducted separately for each of these imputation 

data sets (in the regression framework, the mean of coefficients is computed across the 

analyses and standard errors are computed as the mean of the standard errors plus the 

standard deviation of the coefficients).  IVEware software was used to perform the 
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imputation (Raghunathan, Lepkowski, Van Hoewyk, & Solenberger, 2001), SAS PROC 

MIXED was used to analyze the data (Singer, 1998), and SAS PROC MIANALYZE 

(SAS Institute, Inc., 2004) was used to combine results from multiple data sets.   
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Results 

The analyses of four measures of attention are presented in Table 4.  Model fixed 

effects in unstandardized regression coefficients, standard errors for the coefficients, and 

95% confidence intervals are shown.  The “average level” represents the mean at 3rd 

grade, and the linear slope indicates whether the scores increased or declined across 

elementary school.  If significant interactions between child characteristics and grade in 

school were found, differences between those at the mean for a given variable and those 

one standard deviation above and below the mean were graphically displayed to aid in 

interpretation (Preacher, Curran, & Bauer, in press).  In most cases, results are reported 

without the quadratic term because linear change over time provided the best fit to the 

data.   

 

Attention 

The top two rows in Table 4 show the average level and slope for each attention 

variable during the elementary school years.  Sustained attention on the Continuous 

Performance Task (CPT) was the only attention measure that remained at the same level 

(i.e., there was not a significant slope).  For the sample as a whole, observed classroom 

attention improved and teacher-rated ADHD symptoms declined, but teacher-rated 

attention problems increased slightly in elementary school.   

 

Do Preschool Attentional Skills Predict Individual Differences in the Level and Change 

of Attention Patterns Elementary School?    

Children who were rated high in attention problems by their teachers in the fall of 

the kindergarten year continued to show attention problems from first through sixth 

grades.  The magnitude of this effect was not large; a one-standard deviation increase in 

kindergarten attention problems was associated with only a one-point increase in third 

grade attention T-scores.  Trajectories of attention problems in elementary school differ 

as a function of initial kindergarten scores.  Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of 

interaction between kindergarten attention problems and grade in school.  Children with 
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high levels of attention problems (i.e., one standard-deviation above the mean) in 

kindergarten show a slight decline from first through sixth grades, those with average 

attention increase slightly, and those with low initial levels of attention problems (i.e., 

one standard-deviation below the mean) have scores that increase over time.   

Continuity was also found for sustained attention as measured by the CPT.  

Children who performed well on the sustained attention task at age 4½ continued to 

perform well from first to fourth grades, but preschool sustained attention was not 

associated with the rate of change over time. 

Kindergarten teachers’ ratings of attention problems predicted other measures of 

attention as well.  Children who demonstrated high levels of attention problems in 

kindergarten had higher teacher ratings of ADHD symptoms from third through sixth 

grades and poorer scores on the CPT sustained attention task across elementary school 

than children with average or low levels.  In contrast, preschool performance on the CPT 

sustained attention task was unrelated to any of the other attention measures.    

The two remaining measures of preschool cognitive self-regulation skills are 

impulsivity and delay of gratification.  Children who demonstrated high levels of 

impulsivity, as measured by the CPT, had high levels of teacher-rated ADHD symptoms, 

but impulsivity was not associated with any of the other attention measures.  Finally, 

preschool delay of gratification was unrelated to later attention in elementary school. 

 

Engaged Learning 

The analyses of three measures of engaged learning are shown in Table 5.  For 

the sample as a whole, both teacher-rated work habits and Tower of Hanoi planning test 

scores increased across the elementary school years.  In contrast, observed classroom 

engagement showed a curvilinear decrease over time.  Figure 2 illustrates the sharp, 

uniform decline between first and third grade, with a much lower rate of decrease and a 

slight fanning out between grades three and five.  This pattern of change is consistent 

with the notion that instruction at the outset of elementary school requires high levels of 
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engagement in order for children to acquire the basic skills in reading and mathematics, 

and in later grades the focus shifts to independent seatwork. 

Are Preschool Attentional Skills Related to Level and Change in the Components of 

Cognitive Self-regulation that Emerge in Elementary School? 

Children who were rated high on attention problems in kindergarten had lower 

teacher-rated work habits and lower planning test scores across elementary school than 

did those with average or low attention problems.  High performance on the CPT 

sustained attention task was associated with good work habits and high scores on the 

Tower of Hanoi planning task.  Impulsivity and delay of gratification were unrelated to 

the three measures of engaged learning.  Although average levels of engaged learning 

changed over time, variation in preschool attentional skills did not predict these changes. 

 

Do Preschool Behavior Problems and Social Skills “Cross-over” to Predict Later 

Cognitive Self-regulation, Once Early Attention Skills are Taken into Account? 

Kindergarten-teacher ratings of social behavior predicted levels of classroom 

attention in elementary school (Table 4).  Interestingly, children who demonstrated high 

levels of internalizing problems in kindergarten were rated lower in attention problems 

and ADHD symptoms across the elementary school grades, and higher in observed 

attention than children with average or low internalizing problems.  Children who were 

aggressive in kindergarten were rated higher on ADHD symptoms from 3rd through 6th 

grades than children with average or low levels of aggression.  However, aggression was 

unrelated to the other attentional measures.  Finally, children who were viewed as 

socially skilled in kindergarten were rated lower on attention problems and ADHD 

symptoms than children with lower initial levels of social skills.    

Of the social behaviors examined, only kindergarten aggression predicted change 

over time in attention.  This pattern is illustrated in Figure 3.  Children with high levels of 

aggressive behavior in kindergarten showed higher third grade levels, but they also 

showed steeper rates of decline in ADHD symptoms between third and sixth grades. 
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There were few associations between preschool social behavior and level or 

change in engaged learning in elementary school (Table 5).  None of the preschool social 

behavior measures examined predicted kindergarten performance on the Tower of Hanoi 

planning test scores or observed classroom engagement.  However, the relations between 

internalizing problems and social skills and teacher-rated work habits mirrored those for 

other teacher-rated outcomes.  Children with high levels of internalizing problems and 

high social skills in kindergarten had higher teacher-rated work habits from first through 

fifth grades than children with average or low levels.   

 

Do Preschool Cognitive, Language, and Academic Skills Contribute to Later Cognitive 

Self-regulation Once Early Attentional Skills are Taken into Account? 

Overall, early academic skills did not predict attention in elementary school.  The 

exceptions were that children with strong oral language skills at age 4½ had high 

sustained attention scores on the CPT and showed high classroom attention when 

observed in elementary school (Table 4).  Cognitive ability, reading, and math skills were 

unrelated to later attention, and none of the early academic skills predicted change over 

time. 

In contrast, preschool cognitive and academic skills, and oral language in 

particular, were associated with engaged learning (Table 5).  Children who had high 

cognitive ability and high math test scores at age 4½ had higher scores on the Tower of 

Hanoi planning task than children with average or low levels of these skills.  Preschool 

oral language and reading test scores were unrelated to average level of planning 

performance.  There was some indication that high oral language skills were associated 

with a linear increase in planning scores, but this trend was not significant at 

conventional levels (p<.10).  Figure 4 illustrates this trend.  Children with different initial 

levels of oral language skills at age 4½ were indistinguishable from one another at first 

and third grades, but those with high oral language scores showed greater gains in 

planning between third and fifth grades than children who begin school with low 

language scores. 
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Of the early academic skills that were examined, only high reading test scores at 

age 4½ were associated with high levels of observed classroom engagement in 

elementary school.  Although the following results were not statistically significant at 

conventional levels (p<.10), there was some indication that high oral language scores and 

high reading test scores at age 4½ were associated with a slower linear decrease in 

classroom engagement over time, these results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.   

 

Summary of Results 

Recall that the statistical models used in this study include initial levels of child 

skills at age 3, as well as a host of other child and family characteristics, so the results 

reflect the predictive value of “improvements” in skills from ages 3 to 4½-5.  Preschool 

measures of attention, especially teacher ratings, are the most consistent predictors of 

levels of elementary school attention.  Kindergarten teacher-rated attention problems 

carry forward to elementary school, and predict higher teacher-rated ADHD symptoms 

and lower levels of sustained attention on the Continuous Performance Task (CPT).  

Teacher-rated attention problems and sustained attention on the CPT predicted engaged 

learning as rated by teachers and as tested on the tower of Hanoi.  Turning to preschool 

social and academic skills, teacher-rated social behavior is an important predictor of later 

attention, and teacher’s reports of work habits.  Early cognitive and academic skills had 

little relation to any of the measures of attention, but were associated with both planning 

and observed classroom engagement.  Even though children’s attention and engaged 

learning was changing, on average, during elementary school, there were few relations 

between child characteristics and the rate of change. 
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Discussion 

 This study was designed to examine the associations between improvements in 

multiple dimensions of preschool skills and trajectories of cognitive self-regulation across 

elementary school.  This study, like others based on correlational methods, cannot 

establish causality.  However, the longitudinal analyses, coupled with the extensive set of 

child, family, and context variables, which included both preschool indicators of 

cognitive self-regulation and impulsivity at age 3, does capture residual change in child 

characteristics over the preschool years.  This design allows for a comparison of the 

independent contributions of different child attributes, and as a result, findings from this 

study have implications for which skills, if promoted during the preschool years, might 

promote attention and engaged learning in elementary school. 

 The discussion that follows is organized into two major sections.  First, the 

individual research questions are discussed in turn, with an emphasis on the relations of 

preschool antecedents to level of cognitive self-regulation skills in elementary school.  

Because there were few significant relationships between preschool child characteristics 

and rate of change in cognitive self-regulation across elementary school, these findings 

will be further explored in the second portion of the discussion, which examines the 

support (or lack thereof) for the conceptual models. 

 

Preschool Antecedents to Attention and Engaged Learning 

Preschool Cognitive Self-Regulation 

The first major research question addressed whether preschool attentional skills 

predict individual differences in level of attention patterns in elementary school.  

Children who were inattentive in kindergarten classrooms were rated higher on attention 

problems and ADHD symptoms by elementary school teachers and scored lower on 

laboratory test measures of sustained attention.  It was also the case that children who 

performed poorly on the CPT sustained attention task at age 4½ continued to show low 

levels of sustained attention in elementary school.  These results are consistent with a 

large body of research that demonstrates that children’s attention problems can be 

identified in the preschool years, and problems continue into elementary school 
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(Campbell, 1995).  However, these effects were relatively small in magnitude.  It is 

important to point out that, while there was wide variation in attention skills in the 

sample, the majority of children evidenced few attention problems overall.   

In contrast to the findings for preschool attention, preschool impulsivity and delay 

of gratification were generally unrelated later attention problems.  A notable exception 

was that children who scored high on the CPT measure of impulsivity had high levels of 

teacher-rated ADHD symptoms in elementary school.  The fact that impulsivity is 

predictive of ADHD symptoms and not other measures of attention is interesting, and 

supports the notion that difficulty with inhibition is a key deficit of ADHD (Barkley, 

1997).   

The second major research question was whether preschool attentional skills 

predict a wider set of cognitive self-regulation that emerge in elementary school, such as 

planning, work habits, and classroom engagement.  Children who were rated low in 

attention problems in kindergarten had strong work habits according to teachers and high 

scores on laboratory measures of planning in elementary school.  These findings were 

corroborated with test scores on the CPT; high sustained attention at age 4½ was 

associated with high teacher-rated work-habits and high planning test scores across 

elementary school.  However, preschool impulsivity and delay of gratification were 

unrelated to measures of engaged learning in elementary school. 

Given that preschool delay of gratification has been linked with maternal reports 

of attention, planning, and concentration in prior research (Mischel, et al., 1988; Shoda, 

et al., 1990), the fact that it did not predict attention or engaged learning in elementary 

school was surprising.  However, there are at least two reasons why this measure may not 

be relevant to classroom contexts.  First, the standard delay of gratification task involves 

positive rewards as incentives for impulse control, but in the classroom, impulsive 

children face negative consequences such as disapproval from peers and reprimand from 

the teacher.  Second, in academic contexts, delay of gratification probably reflects future-

oriented goals, rather than short-term gratification measured in a standard delay of 

gratification task (Bembenutty & Karabenick, 2004).  For example, a child is motivated 
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to finish assigned seatwork in class in order to avoid having to stay inside to do 

homework after school because he wants to be able to play with neighborhood friends.   

In summary, teacher-rated attention problems, sustained attention, and impulsivity 

as measured by the CPT appear to measure different facets of cognitive self-regulation.  

Attention problems are the most consistent indicator of later cognitive self-regulation, 

sustained attention is more closely related to the way in which children approach higher-

order thinking tasks, and impulsivity is independently predictive of ADHD symptoms.  

Delay of gratification does not appear to be an adequate predictor of cognitive self-

regulation in elementary school.   

 

Preschool Social Behavior 

 The third major research question was whether preschool behavior problems and 

social skills “cross-over” to predict later cognitive self-regulation once early attentional 

skills are taken into account.  In the absence of other behavior problems (i.e., attention 

problems or aggression), children who were viewed by their kindergarten teachers as sad, 

withdrawn, and anxious showed high levels of cognitive self-regulation in elementary 

school.  Internalizing problems were associated with higher work habits, lower attention 

problems and lower ADHD symptoms according to elementary school teachers and 

higher observed attention in the classroom.  This is in line with the position that children 

who internalize are overly sensitive to feedback from the teacher, and as a consequence 

are more conscientious about being well-behaved and doing well in school because they 

are afraid of reprimand or bad grades (Rothbart & Jones, 1998).  Items from the anxious-

depressed subscale that help illustrate this point are “overly anxious to please”, “afraid of 

thinking or doing something bad”, “over-conforms to rules”, and “feels hurt when 

criticized”.   

An important feature of this study is to examine the independent contributions of 

preschool aggressive behavior and attention problems in relation to later cognitive self-

regulation.  It is quite striking that aggression was not associated with any of the attention 

or engaged learning measures, with one exception.  Children who were high in 

aggression in kindergarten were rated almost 2 points higher on ADHD symptoms in 
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third grade.  After controlling for impulsivity, it is possible that proactive aggression 

emerges.  Proactive aggression predicts disruptive behaviors that are characteristic of 

conduct and oppositional-defiant disorders (Vitaro, Gendreau, Tremblay, & Oligny, 

1998) which often co-occur with ADHD diagnoses (Barkley, 1997).  Thus, the relation 

with ADHD symptoms is likely to reflect a chronic, rather than normal developmental 

difficulty with managing aggressive impulses in kindergarten.   

Social skills were associated with high work habits, low attention problems, and 

low ADHD symptoms.  Notably, social skills were not associated with classroom 

observation measures.  The difference between teacher reports and observations was 

evident with attention problems as well, and could reflect biases teachers have when 

rating students who are likable and easy to teach.  It may also be true that children who 

have good relationships with their teachers are motivated to work hard to earn the 

teacher’s praise.  Children who are highly sociable should be more likely to experience 

the kind of inter-personal exchanges that can help strengthen attentional skills (Bronson, 

2000; Blair, 2002); however, tests and classroom observations of cognitive self-

regulation did not confirm that this was the case.   

 

Preschool Cognitive Ability and Academic Skills 

The final research question was whether preschool cognitive, language, and 

academic and skills contribute to later cognitive self-regulation once early attentional 

skills are taken into account.  Of the early academic skills measured, oral language skills 

were the most predictive of later attention and engaged learning.  Children with high oral 

language skills also had higher average performance on the sustained attention task and 

higher observed attention in the classroom than those with fewer preschool oral-language 

skills.  Children with good oral language skills in preschool also showed more rapid gains 

in planning and slower declines in classroom engagement than those with average or poor 

skills.  This finding supports the notion that children who enter school with foundational 

skills in language profit more from classroom instruction because they are able to 

understand what is being taught, and are able to use language to guide their thinking. 
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Preschool measures of reading, math, and cognitive ability, which play a 

prominent role in the prediction of achievement (Duncan et al., 2006), were generally 

unrelated to later attention problems and engaged learning.  This was unexpected, 

because a good foundation of early cognitive, reading, and math concepts in preschool 

should enable children to perform well in the classroom, understand the material, and 

remain attentive and interested in learning activities.  There was one exception to this 

general pattern.  Basic math skills, cognitive ability, and oral language, together with low 

attention problems and high sustained attention, did predict high performance on the 

planning task.  Taken together, these three academic skills are associated with mental 

representation and manipulation of information, which is of key importance for the 

demands of the Tower of Hanoi planning task.   

 

Overall Patterns of Developmental Change 

The longitudinal patterns of children’s cognitive self-regulation skills were 

consistent with earlier cross-sectional results.  Among the attention measures, attention 

problems increase slightly, observed attention improved, ADHD symptoms declined, and 

sustained attention remained constant.  Among the measures of engaged learning, work 

habits and planning increased over time, and classroom engagement declined.  These 

patterns are generally consistent with cross-sectional studies have shown that children 

continue to make gains in different components of cognitive self-regulation from ages 3 

through 12 (Anderson, 2002; Klenberg et al., 2001; Welsh et al., 1991).  This study found 

a linear increase in planning across elementary school, which replicates findings from 

these other, cross-sectional studies of children in the same age range (Welsh et al., 1991).  

However, individual performance on the sustained attention task was stably high between 

first and fourth grades, which is a few years earlier than other published findings 

(Klenberg et al., 2001).  This may be an artifact of the change in the measurement.  The 

length of the task doubled between 1st and 4th grades, but more importantly, the targets 

children were instructed to attend to changed as well.  In 1st grade, children were 

instructed to find the letter “X” amidst a set of pictures of familiar objects, in 4th grade, 
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they were instructed to find “XA” amidst a series of other letter combinations, a task that 

many children could do easily.   

 

Preschool Child Characteristics as Predictors of Rate of Change in Cognitive Self-

Regulation: Support for the Conceptual Models? 

Few of the preschool skills predict the rate of change in cognitive self-regulation 

in elementary school.  Overall, the notion of a “multiplier effect” which suggests that 

even small initial improvements in school readiness skills should have increasing 

importance over time, received little support.  A multiplier effect was observed in the 

case of oral language predicting planning and for oral language and reading skills 

predicting classroom engagement.  Children who started off highest on these skills 

showed more favorable changes over time.  However, support for a multiplier process 

was not found for any of the other school readiness measures.   

Interestingly, the gains associated with improvements in early skills were 

maintained across elementary school, with little evidence for “fade-out” over time.  

Regression to the mean was observed in the case of early attention predicting later 

attention problems, and with early aggression predicting later ADHD symptoms, but not 

for other child characteristics.  Instead, it appears that early characteristics may be 

important in establishing levels of cognitive self-regulation, and that children maintain 

this rank ordering across elementary school.   

It is also possible that the absence of slope effects can be attributed to 

unmeasured genetic influences.  If cognitive self-regulation processes are mainly 

attributable to constitutional differences, it may be that improvements in early skills, 

including attention skills, give children an initial “bump” at school entry and that stable 

individual characteristics are responsible for maintaining levels of attention and learning 

engagement from that point forward.  An extensive set of control variables, including 

starting levels of child characteristics was used to help control for stable, individual 

differences.  However, it is possible that genetic influences activated after age 3 play a 

role in sustaining trajectories of cognitive self-regulation.  Without an experimental 
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manipulation that aims to improve attentional skills in young children, it is difficult to be 

certain how much these results can be attributed to early experiences. 

The multi-level models used in this study should have adequate power to detect 

the contribution of preschool skills to trajectories of cognitive self-regulation if they exist 

(Muthen & Curran, 1997).  However, the absence of slope effects may be an artifact of 

the study design, if preschool skills do contribute, primarily during periods of rapid 

change, the measurement intervals of one to two years would fail to capture these 

meaningful changes.  In contrast, studies that employ microgenetic methods increase the 

frequency of observations during targeted periods in order to capture the fluctuations of 

individual change, and consequently provide more accurate trajectories of developmental 

processes (Siegler & Crowley, 1991).  This would imply that the associations with slope 

that were found in this study are particularly robust. 

 

Directions for Future Work 

This paper focused exclusively on preschool skills as predictors of cognitive self-

regulation in elementary school because the key questions concerned the relations of 

“investments” in early skills to later attention and engaged learning in the classroom.  

Guided by this framework, an extensive set of child, family, and child care influences 

prior to school entry were statistically controlled in order to equalize children at the 

starting point for the study.  Endogenous variables such as contemporaneous features of 

the classroom context were not included in the models in order to obtain the best possible 

estimates of associations of early skills to later cognitive self-regulation.   

Although it is beyond the scope of the current paper, a logical next step is to 

determine whether concurrent influences moderate the relations between child 

characteristics and cognitive self-regulation trajectories.  Here the focus shifts from early 

precursors to cognitive self-regulation to an investigation of possible mechanisms by 

which early gains are maintained.  There are at least two possible candidates for this line 

of future research.  First, contemporaneous changes in the three categories of child 

characteristics accumulate across the early years of schooling.  Because a child’s 

cognitive self-regulation, social behavior and achievement skills are themselves growing 
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over time, each may feed into and modify the effect of the other, and through these 

mechanisms produce continued growth or decline in cognitive self-regulation (Meisels, 

1998).  If the dynamic relationships among attention, social behavior, and academic 

achievement across elementary school are examined, difficulties with self-regulation that 

emerge after school entry, perhaps as a result of school failure, may be related to rate of 

change in cognitive self-regulation.  This would be consistent with the expectation that 

the returns of early improvements in skills are maximized with continued efforts to 

improve skills in later stages of development (Currie & Thomas, 2000; Heckman & 

Masterov, 2005).  

A second promising candidate for future research is to explore the role of 

concurrent classroom quality, and its cumulative effect on trajectories of cognitive self-

regulation.  One might expect that supportive classroom contexts interact with child 

characteristics to produce improvements or declines in cognitive self-regulation, and that 

the average effect of these environments can promote continued growth in skills over 

time (Dickens, 2005).  Previous analyses with NICHD SECCYD data showed that the 

quality of first-grade environments did not contribute to children’s concurrent attention 

and planning skills (NICHD ECCRN, 2005a), however, the cumulative influence of 

classroom environments across the early years of schooling may turn out to be important.  

For instance, if children who have poor attention skills in kindergarten encounter 

supportive teachers with a well-structured classrooms, they may improve at a faster rate 

than their low-attention counterparts that have less support and structure over time.  

Changing child-level and contextual influences are likely to influence the trajectories of 

cognitive self-regulation in elementary school, and will be explored in future work.   

 

Implications for Early Education Programs 

A wide-spread belief among kindergarten teachers is that self-regulated behavior 

is equally, if not more important than early academic knowledge for a successful 

transition to school (Lewit & Baker, 1995; Rimm-Kaufman et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2003).  

The results of this study show that kindergarten teacher reports of attention problems, 

internalizing problems, and social skills predicted teacher-rated attention problems, 
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ADHD symptoms, and work habits across elementary school.  It is noteworthy that 

teacher reports of attention problems were better predictors of later attention and engaged 

learning than were independent laboratory tests.  This suggests that teachers are a 

valuable resource for detecting problems in the fall of the kindergarten year. 

The three categories of preschool skills were differentially related to cognitive 

self-regulation outcomes, which highlights the role of a broad array of child 

characteristics at the time of school entry and their long-term implications in terms of 

school success.  Interestingly, of the set of early academic skills, only oral language skills 

consistently related to later cognitive self-regulation.  This suggests that it is short-sighted 

to address only academic gains with targeted interventions.  Other studies have shown 

that preschool attentional skills are associated with high levels of academic achievement 

(Duncan et al., 2006); the results of this study suggest that attentional skills contribute to 

classroom attention and engaged learning as well.  

 

Conclusion 

This study was designed to explore relations of child characteristics that undergo 

change between age 3 and kindergarten entry to cognitive self-regulation in elementary 

school.  The results provide compelling evidence that preschool increments to cognitive 

self-regulation and social behavior are associated with higher average levels of attention 

and engaged learning across the elementary school years.  These patterns of cognitive 

self-regulation are likely to have consequences for the next major developmental shift- 

when children transition to high school.  High school students face greater performance 

expectations that coincide with increased demands for attention and effective study skills 

for homework and other independent learning tasks.  Even students who are high 

achievers are likely to experience new challenges as they take advanced classes and are 

grouped (perhaps for the first time) with other students who learn faster and perform 

better than they do.  Cognitive self-regulation should receive more attention in 

developmental research not simply because it can help children perform effectively in the 

classroom.  A child who is attentive, planful, able to stay on-task and engaged in learning 
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situations has a set of skills which are important to becoming productive member of the 

workforce and a life-long learner.
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Tables 
Table 1. Means and Stadard Deviations for Attention and Engaged Learning in Elementary School

Mean Std. Dev.
Dependent Variables

Attention
Teacher-Rated Attention Problems

1st 53.757 (0.081)
2nd 53.690 (0.080)
3rd 54.616 (0.097)
4th 54.081 (0.085)
5th 53.897 (0.084)
6th 53.873 (0.081)

Teacher-Rated ADHD Symptoms
3rd 10.064 (0.146)
4th 8.967 (0.136)
5th 8.766 (0.135)
6th 8.505 (0.138)

CPT Sustained Attention
1st 0.955 (0.001)
4th 0.952 (0.001)

Observed Classroom Attention
3rd 4.744 (0.013)
5th 4.940 (0.012)

Engaged Learning
Teacher-Rated Work Habits

1st 3.539 (0.014)
2nd 3.631 (0.015)
3rd 3.587 (0.014)
4th 3.634 (0.014)
5th 3.707 (0.014)
6th 3.693 (0.015)

Tower of Hanoi Planning Test
1st 14.357 (0.089)
3rd 23.088 (0.102)
5th 28.838 (0.101)

Observed Classroom Engagement
1st 55.961 (0.063)
3rd 39.784 (0.111)
5th 40.951 (0.113)

Key Independent Variables (Z-scores)
Cognitive Self-Regulation

Teacher-Rated Attention Problems 0.013 (0.013)
 CPT Sustained Attention -0.016 (0.013)
 CPT Impulsivity 0.016 (0.013)
 Delay of Gratification -0.025 (0.013)

Note . n = 1136.  All covariates measured when the child was age 4 1/2, unless otherwise noted. 

cAverage between 6 months and age 4 1/2.   

aMeasured at birth. 
bAverage between 6 months and age 3.
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Table 1.  Means and Stadard Deviations for Attention and Engaged Learning in Elementary School (continued)

Mean Std. Dev.

Social Behavior
Kindergarten Teacher Report
 Internalizing Problems -0.001 (0.013)
 Aggressive Behavior -0.008 (0.013)
 Social Skills -0.002 (0.013)

Age 4 1/2 Academic Skills and Cognitive Ability
Cognitive Ability -0.016 (0.013)
Oral Language -0.015 (0.013)
Reading 0.008 (0.013)
Math -0.017 (0.013)

Key Control Variables
Age 3 Laboratory Task

 Impulsivity 0.009 (0.013)
Age 3 Maternal Report Behavior

 Externalizing Behavior 0.001 (0.013)
 Internalizing Problems 0.002 (0.013)

Age 3 Language and Academic Skills 
 Reynell: Vocabulary Comprehension -0.014 (0.013)
 Reynell: Expressive Language -0.025 (0.013)
 Bracken Basic School Readiness Skills -0.007 (0.013)

Additional Control Variables
Ethnicitya

Black 0.118 (0.004)
 Hispanic 0.061 (0.003)
 Other ethnicity 0.068 (0.003)
Gendera, 1=male, 2=female 1.491 (0.007)
Child General Health 3.384 (0.009)
Data Collection Site  -  -
Child is first borna, 0=no, 1=yes 0.458 (0.007)
Number of children in home at age 4 1/2 2.248 (0.013)
Household Structure
 Married mother, other male 0.035 (0.002)
 Partnered mother, biological father 0.037 (0.003)
 Single mother, or partnered mother w/ other male 0.192 (0.005)
Parenting (H.O.M.E. + sensitivity z-score) -0.005 (0.011)
Matermal agea 28.405 (0.074)
Maternal educationa 14.415 (0.033)
Partner's educationa 14.686 (0.037)
Ever in non-maternal care, 0=no, 1=yes 0.989 (0.001)
Total Family Income (log)c 10.622 (0.011)
Mother's job status, 1=low, 3=high 2.107 (0.010)
Partner's job status, 1=low, 3=high 2.096 (0.012)
Maternal depressive symptoms (CES-D) 9.832 (0.115)
Ever received public assistanceb, 0=no, 1=yes 0.121 (0.004)
Percent epochs in center care 0.210 (0.003)
Percent epochs in other types of care 0.355 (0.004)
Average quality of care over first 4 1/2 years 2.934 (0.005)

Note . n = 1136.  All covariates measured when the child was age 4 1/2, unless otherwise noted. 

cAverage between 6 months and age 4 1/2.   

aMeasured at birth. 
bAverage between 6 months and age 3.
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Table 2.  Bivariate Correlations: Third Grade Cognitive Self Regulation Organized by Assessment Source

1 2 3 4 5 6
Cognitive Self-Regulation
Teacher Report

1.  Attention Problems  -

2.  ADHD Symptoms .697  -

3.  Work Habits -.620 -.717  -

Laboratory Task
4.  CPT - Sustained Attention -.151 -.168 .193  -

5.  Tower of Hanoi - Planning -.181 -.204 .250 .204  -

Classroom Observation
6.  Observed Attention -.218 -.288 .302 .093 .130  -

7.  Observed Engagement -.178 -.206 .232 .094 .044a .512  -

Note.  n =1136.  All correlations are statistically significant at p <.05, unless otherwise noted.
ap >.05
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Table 3. Bivariate Correlations: Preschool Child Characteristics

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Cognitive Self-Regulation

1. Attention Problems -

2. Sustained Attention -.209 -

3. Impulsivity .143 -.198 -

4. Delay of Gratification -.171 .207 -.261 -

Social Behavior
5. Internalizing Problems .354 -.058a .010a -.061a -

6. Aggression .543 -.142 .157 -.139 .269 -

7. Social Skills -.561 .173 -.127 .181 -.413 -.510 -

Early Academic Skills
8. Cognitive Ability -.193 .215 -.205 .285 -.082 -.070 .161 -

9. Oral Language -.258 .284 -.312 .370 -.144 -.133 .259 .530 -

10. Reading -.259 .234 -.216 .257 -.120 -.102 .216 .378 .438 -

11. Math -.309 .327 -.301 .352 -.144 -.140 .302 .469 .617 .535 -

Key Controls
12. Impulsivity .173 -.161 .262 -.224 .066 .146 -.142 -.209 -.294 -.238 -.261 -

13. Internalizing .116 -.034a .066 -.074 .069 .100 -.143 -.162 -.157 -.076 -.157 .090 -

14. Externalizing .169 -.095 .125 -.111 .070 .190 -.181 -.179 -.192 -.116 -.169 .142 .705 -

15. Receptive Language -.301 .292 -.318 .402 -.145 -.162 .282 .547 .680 .484 .635 -.384 -.166 -.208 -

16. Expressive Language -.209 .187 -.160 .230 -.116 -.096 .228 .349 .475 .308 .436 -.240 -.163 -.159 .575 -

17. General Cognitive -.245 .241 -.261 .261 -.117 -.146 .217 .372 .523 .587 .529 -.274 -.124 -.176 .640 .390

Note. All correlations are statistically significant at p <.05, unless otherwise noted.
ap >.05
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Table 4. Preschool Cognitive Self-Regulation, Social Behavior, and Academic Skills Predicting Attention in Elementary School

B SE Lower CI Upper CI B SE Lower CI Upper CI B SE Lower CI Upper CI B SE Lower CI Upper CI
Average Level 58.253 (2.778) 52.730 63.776 *** 23.798 (6.865) 8.930 38.666 ** .917 (.040) .837 .996 *** 4.784 (.533) 3.717 5.850 ***
Linear Slope .095 (.055) -.015 .205 + -.486 (.127) -.739 -.233 *** -.003 (.003) -.009 .003 .197 (.040) .117 .277 ***

Cognitive Self-Regulation
Attention Problems

Average Level .984 (.174) .633 1.334 *** .848 (.459) -.094 1.790 + -.005 (.003) -.011 .000 + -.025 (.038) -.099 .048
Linear Slope -.139 (.058) -.253 -.026 * .001 (.230) -.496 .498 -.001 (.005) -.012 .010 .013 (.052) -.089 .114

Sustained Attention
Average Level -.158 (.132) -.422 .105 -.426 (.31) -1.035 .183 .008 (.002) .003 .013 ** .027 (.034) -.041 .095
Linear Slope .005 (.064) -.132 .142 .071 (.144) -.217 .359 .002 (.003) -.004 .009 .006 (.042) -.076 .089

Impulsivity
Average Level .137 (.147) -.158 .433 .536 (.320) -.095 1.166 + .000 (.002) -.005 .005 .001 (.037) -.074 .077
Linear Slope -.032 (.046) -.123 .059 -.106 (.163) -.442 .229 .004 (.003) -.002 .010 -.009 (.042) -.092 .075

Delay of Gratification
Average Level -.159 (.131) -.417 .099 -.293 (.322) -.928 .342 .002 (.003) -.004 .007 .026 (.032) -.037 .088
Linear Slope .020 (.050) -.080 .119 .060 (.139) -.216 .335 .002 (.004) -.006 .010 .036 (.048) -.060 .132

Social Behavior
Internalizing Problems

Average Level -.652 (.135) -.919 -.384 *** -1.319 (.347) -2.014 -.624 *** .004 (.002) -.001 .008 .073 (.035) .002 .144 *
Linear Slope -.007 (.049) -.104 .090 .083 (.137) -.187 .352 -.001 (.003) -.007 .005 .030 (.058) -.095 .154

Aggression
Average Level .103 (.160) -.217 .423 1.800 (.361) 1.092 2.509 *** .003 (.003) -.003 .008 -.030 (.040) -.110 .051
Linear Slope .008 (.059) -.110 .126 -.465 (.162) -.786 -.144 *** .003 (.004) -.007 .012 -.011 (.050) -.110 .088

Social Skills
Average Level -.708 (.184) -1.085 -.331 *** -.998 (.383) -1.752 -.244 * .005 (.003) -.001 .012 .047 (.037) -.025 .120
Linear Slope .074 (.064) -.055 .203 .135 (.18) -.225 .495 .005 (.004) -.004 .014 .018 (.052) -.084 .119

Early Academic Skills
Cognitive Ability

Average Level -.250 (.155) -.558 .059 -.150 (.373) -.892 .592 .001 (.003) -.005 .008 -.023 (.036) -.095 .048
Linear Slope .018 (.056) -.094 .129 -.033 (.162) -.357 .292 .001 (.004) -.006 .008 -.039 (.047) -.132 .053

Oral Language
Average Level -.270 (.196) -.664 .124 -.299 (.449) -1.195 .597 .008 (.003) .002 .015 * .095 (.049) -.004 .195 +

Linear Slope -.069 (.064) -.197 .060 .079 (.167) -.250 .407 .004 (.005) -.006 .014 .063 (.056) -.048 .174

Reading
Average Level -.010 (.155) -.316 .296 .100 (.438) -.797 .997 .001 (.003) -.005 .006 .020 (.038) -.056 .095
Linear Slope -.008 (.053) -.112 .096 -.018 (.158) -.333 .298 -.006 (.004) -.013 .001 -.055 (.048) -.150 .039

Math
Average Level -.260 (.172) -.599 .080 -.104 (.449) -1.002 .794 -.001 (.003) -.007 .006 .037 (.043) -.049 .123
Linear Slope .061 (.061) -.060 .181 -.056 (.186) -.426 .314 -.003 (.004) -.011 .005 .038 (.062) -.086 .162

Note . Sample size for teacher report= 1114; test scores= 1127; classroom observation= 1100.
Key independent variables are standardized (z-scores). Control variables include: data collection site; child ethnicity, gender, mother's rating of child's general health at age 4 1/2, site of data
collection, child's birth order, number of children living in the home at age 4 1/2, household structure, parenting, mother's age, mother's education, partner's education, mother ever worked,
total family income at age 4 1/2, mother's occupational status, partner's occupational status, maternal depressive symptoms, public assistance, ever in non-maternal care, proportion of time
in center-based or home-based child care from birth to age 4 1/2, and average child care quality. Key control variables at age 3 include: the Bracken School Readiness composite,
the Reynell Developmental Language Scale, maternal reports of internalizing and externalizing problems, and total time child actively played with a "forbidden" toy.
p <.001***, p<.01**, p <.05*, p <.10+.

Attention Problems ADHD Symptoms
Teacher Report

Attention
Observed ClassroomTest Score

CPT Sustained Attention
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Table 5.  Preschool Cognitive Self-Regulation, Social Behavior, and Academic Skills Predicting Engaged Learning in Elementary School

B SE Lower CI Upper CI B SE Lower CI Upper CI B SE Lower CI Upper CI

Average Level 2.391 (.537) 1.308 3.474 *** 21.160 (3.543) 14.207 28.112 *** 40.355 (3.143) 34.188 46.523 ***
Linear Slope .030 (.008) .013 .047 ** 7.253 (.143) 6.970 7.537 *** -7.474 (.152) -7.773 -7.174 ***
Quadratic Slope 8.638 (.280) 8.089 9.188 ***

Cognitive Self-Regulation
Attention Problems

Average Level -.111 (.029) -.168 -.053 *** -.715 (.264) -1.260 -.171 * -.351 (.428) -1.233 .532
Linear Slope .008 (.012) -.018 .034 -.028 (.200) -.427 .372 -.289 (.229) -.752 .174
Quadratic Slope .265 (.459) -.676 1.206

Sustained Attention
Average Level .047 (.023) .002 .091 * .521 (.174) .177 .865 *** .288 (.275) -.253 .828
Linear Slope -.011 (.008) -.027 .005 -.115 (.150) -.411 .182 -.090 (.175) -.442 .261
Quadratic Slope -.052 (.331) -.712 .607

Impulsivity
Average Level -.034 (.025) -.084 .016 -.200 (.177) -.548 .147 .284 (.313) -.339 .908
Linear Slope .002 (.008) -.013 .018 .020 (.164) -.310 .351 .010 (.199) -.399 .419
Quadratic Slope -.043 (.373) -.804 .717

Delay of Gratification
Average Level .015 (.025) -.034 .064 -.057 (.188) -.430 .316 .023 (.310) -.592 .639
Linear Slope .000 (.009) -.019 .019 .047 (.170) -.297 .390 -.030 (.161) -.346 .287
Quadratic Slope -.085 (.353) -.792 .623

Social Behavior
Internalizing Problems

Average Level .116 (.026) .064 .168 *** .276 (.191) -.105 .657 .234 (.322) -.412 .880
Linear Slope .001 (.008) -.015 .018 -.243 (.163) -.568 .082 .165 (.163) -.156 .486
Quadratic Slope .053 (.318) -.571 .678

Aggression
Average Level -.039 (.029) -.096 .018 -.065 (.237) -.546 .416 -.402 (.339) -1.070 .265
Linear Slope .012 (.011) -.009 .034 .156 (.184) -.208 .521 .039 (.190) -.334 .412
Quadratic Slope .159 (.394) -.628 .946

Social Skills
Average Level .136 (.029) .078 .195 *** .250 (.216) -.176 .677 -.209 (.360) -.921 .503
Linear Slope -.012 (.010) -.033 .008 .103 (.184) -.259 .465 -.024 (.196) -.410 .361
Quadratic Slope .295 (.410) -.522 1.112

Early Academic Skills
Cognitive Ability

Average Level .033 (.027) -.020 .086 .485 (.195) .102 .867 * -.348 (.366) -1.088 .391
Linear Slope -.014 (.010) -.034 .005 -.058 (.166) -.384 .268 -.022 (.191) -.401 .358
Quadratic Slope .228 (.409) -.608 1.064

Oral Language
Average Level .040 (.041) -.046 .125 .255 (.236) -.209 .719 .303 (.373) -.432 1.038
Linear Slope .009 (.011) -.013 .031 .340 (.195) -.043 .724  + .469 (.242) -.025 .963  +

Quadratic Slope .156 (.419) -.677 .988
Reading

Average Level .008 (.029) -.049 .066 -.169 (.219) -.600 .262 .582 (.321) -.049 1.213  +

Linear Slope .010 (.008) -.007 .026 -.102 (.183) -.469 .265 .334 (.181) -.023 .691  +

Quadratic Slope -.389 (.346) -1.069 .290
Math

Average Level .049 (.031) -.012 .110 .854 (.230) .402 1.305 *** .051 (.389) -.719 .820
Linear Slope .003 (.010) -.016 .023 .066 (.200) -.329 .462 -.034 (.247) -.537 .468
Quadratic Slope .008 (.420) -.822 .838

Note . Sample size for teacher report= 1114; test scores= 1127; classroom observation= 1100.
Key independent variables are standardized (z-scores). Control variables include: data collection site; child ethnicity, gender, mother's rating of child's
parenting, general health at age 4 1/2, site of data collection, child's birth order, number of children living in the home at age 4 1/2, household structure, 
mother's age, mother's education, partner's education, mother ever worked, total family income at age 4 1/2, mother's occupational status, partner's 
occupational status, maternal depressive symptoms, public assistance, ever in non-maternal care, proportion of time in center-based or home-based child 
care from birth to age 4 1/2, and average child care quality.  Key control variables at age 3 include: the Bracken School Readiness composite, the Reynell 
Developmental Language Scale, maternal reports of internalizing and externalizing problems, and total time child actively played with a "forbidden" toy. 
p <.001***, p<.01**, p <.05*, p <.10+.

Observed Classroom
Engagement

Teacher Report
Work Habits

Test Score
Tower of Hanoi Planning
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